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1. PREAMBLE 

             The present White Paper describes the Initial Token Offering (hereinafter ITO) of CUBO LODGE 
CLUB (hereinafter CLUB) and gives information about the conditions, procedures and technical 
characteristics of the ITO. 

The goal of the CLUB is to share a unique experience with travelers, who can participate in formation 
of the network of lodges for residence in accordance with their own preferences. 

Members of the CLUB have the opportunity to use the GODEX Platform with Atomic Swap Smart 

Contracts technology. 

 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

GO CUBO LODGE CLUB LTD (hereinafter the “GO CLC”) having the best of intentions and seeking to 

improve the positive experience of tenants is taking the steps towards novel cooperative model of 

rent by networking society. 

The focal point of the main CLUB business idea is that the network society and a network of homes 

are connected through a decentralized Blockchain network in a way allowing people be where they 

want to be. 

GO CLC is working out a GODEX Platform with Atomic Swap Smart Contracts for its own users and 

for third-party companies. Atomic Swap technology allows making a peer-to-peer exchange of 

tokens of various Blockchains.  

 

The new CLUB rental model allows the members of CLUB to collectively determine a certain 

geographical location for the rented lodges, and even to rent them out and make business on their 

own. 

 

The CLUB is operating as a cooperative network society actively involved in a consensus-based 

decision-making process. 

The administrator of the CLUB is GO CLC company. 

GO CLC offers to any interesting person to get GO Tokens. 

 

Every purchaser of GO Tokens becomes a member of the CLUB. 

GO Tokens is a digital representation of rent rights in the modern, specially designed transportable 

lodges. 

At the same time, GO Tokens should not be considered as a type of investment. 

 

3. MARKET ANALYSIS 

GO CLC has analyzed two major markets, which are important for the CLUB members: Rental market 

and Market of mobile houses. 



 

 

Rental Market 

 

 

Rental market is deemed as one of the oldest and most traditional. The rental industry comprises: 

hotels; individual householders, apartment’s owners and local hosts joined by social marketplaces 

and providers; timeshare companies; developers and management companies of resort properties. 

All of them are GO CLC ‘s potential competitors . 

 

At present, there are more than 1 million certified hotels in the world. The TOP-200 largest hotels 

have more than 367 thousands of rooms. The total number of hotel rooms in the world is more than 

25 million. More than 70% of the hotels listed in TOP-200 largest hotels are located in the US.  

 

Rental market like any other businesses is affected by forces and trends in the market environment 

such as economic, geographical, competitive, legal, political, and technical. 

 

Market of Mobile Houses 

The market of mobile houses is important for members of the CLUB who want to start their own 

business. 

three segments can be distinguished  on the market of mobile houses: 

1. Container housing. 



This type of houses is cheap, and low quality soit can be used only as temporary shelter or refuge. 

2. Modern mobile lodges. 

These lodges like KODO or COODO are suitable for transportation and are comfortable for living. At 

the same time, there are problems with transportation as the lodges cannot be disassembled. The 

installation requires crane and other special techniques. The modern transportable lodges are much 

more expensive in comparison to CUBO LODGE. 

3. Traditional small houses. 

The houses are made of traditional material and according to traditional technology. They are 

suitable for accommodation. The small houses are difficult to relocate. Their installation requires 

considerable time. The price is higher in comparison to CUBO LODGE. As a rule the small houses 

don’t use modern technologies like solar panels or smart-locks. Due to traditional technology, unlike 

CUBO LODGES, the small houses are not resistant to earthquakes. 

3.1. BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY RISKS 

The CLUB and GO CLC could meet the next uncertainties and risks: worsening of global economic 

conditions or low levels of economic growth; decline in business trips due to economic instability; 

loss of key personnel of GO CLC or Service Providers; future terrorist attacks, that affect travel; travel-

related accidents; natural or man-made disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, tornadoes, 

hurricanes, floods, oil spills, nuclear incidents and global outbreaks of pandemics or contagious 

diseases or fear of such outbreaks; problems with performance of our partners; problems with 

transportation; the seasonal and cyclical nature of the real estate and hospitality businesses can 

influence Service Providers; changes in cryptocurrency and blockchain industry regulation; changes 

in the tastes and preferences of members of CLUB; cyber incidents and information technology 

failures; outcomes of legal or administrative proceedings; the entry of new competitors in the 

lodging business. 

3.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The rental market lags behind other sectors in terms of technological advancements and transaction 

efficiency.  

 

The main problems on the rental market are: 

 Uncertainty about quality, availability and safety of rental property.  

 Poor choice of location for individual accommodation. 

 Seasonal dependence and higher price. 

 Bureaucratic procedures including procedures during check-in. 

 Problem with protection of personal information and banking data. 

 environmentally unfriendly technologies. 

 

At the hotel industry there is no synergy between the hotel and guests. The guests don’t participate 

in the formation of hotel service and network. There is no possibility of personal communication 

with previous guests. 

In Timeshare the transfer of residence rights to other people for any period for a fee is limited by the 

timeshare terms, and in the hotel business is completely impossible. 

The current timeshare and rent apartment business models don’t meet clients’ expectations with 

respect to variety of location. The variety of locations for individual residence within the existing 



hotel or timeshare network is very limited. The option to choose non-standard location with the good 

living quality is impossible. 

Our potential members of the CLUB are looking for a different customized lodging experience that 

cannot be found in any of the area's condo complexes or hotels.   

4. GO CLC SOLUTION 

From the perspective of aforementioned analysis GO CLC has developed a new model based on 

cooperation with members of the CLUB, a new technology, moderate price, and specially designed 

mobile CUBO LODGES intended for accommodation of the CLUB members The model positions the 

CLUB as an alternative vocational and business trip ecosystem that tokenizes and makes available 

wide choice of locations for residence, flexible time occupation, anonymity, reasonable price and 

accommodation in modern technological lodges. This includes electronic communications, 

absence of time loss in queues during check-in and check-out, protection from disclosure of 

personal information and bank data. 

 

Solution for Travelers 

GO CLC offers a comfortable lodge environment in various locations all over the world to its CLUB 

members. 

In essence, the CUBO LODGES network is a distributed global network of separate hotel rooms, with 

a Blockchain application to verify users’ rights. 

The GO CLC purpose is to create global network of 2000 CUBO LODGES at the first stage. The 

network of the CUBO LODGES will be available for the members of the CLUB. 

New blockchain technology and modern methods of communication make it possible to serve the 

customers at a higher level. 

The CUBO LODGES will be managed by smart-contracts based on blockchain technology integrated 

with smart-lock system. Therefore, members of the CLUB can be sure that the personal information 

and money are safe.  

 

Our vision of accommodation is that it should be comfortable, safe, environmentally friendly; with 

easy procedures; quick at transactions; and cost less. The opinion of the CLUB members is very 

important. 

Potential members of the CLUB are successful free-thinking dynamic people from all over the world. 

 

Solution for hoteliers 

The platform gives a chance to launch your own hotel or hotel chain with access to a single 

marketing and search platform. The financial and time inputs to start own hotel business are quite -

small. 

There is a possibility to change the location of CUBO LODGES or modify their intended use, under 

the conditions set out by GO CLC. 

The process of control and management of CUBO LODGE’s reservation, accommodation, payments 

for services, interaction, personal communication with customers, and formation of the rating is 

simple and convenient. 

Solution for remote renting business 



Every GO Tokens owner can benefit from the rent out a CUBO LODGE to third person by simple 

transfer of GO Tokens and gets a profit. 

Thus, everyone can generate profit independently making their own remote business. 

 

 



 

 

 

4.1.  THE CLUB 

CUBO LODGE CLUB is a right-to-use system offering crypto-based membership with access to CUBO 

LODGES located all over the world. 

To get a membership in the CLUB, natural or juridical person have to purchase GO Tokens. 

The CLUB’s Members receive rights of entrance, rent and use of any CUBO LODGE. 

Token-based rent provides more flexibility by allowing CLUB members book any available CUBO 

LODGE during any time of the year according to Membership Plan. 

The CLUB somehow operates similarly to traditional points-based timeshare or multiple 

reservations, but, due to the distinct features of the CLUB, GO CLC can offer unique opportunity to 

the CLUB Members to participate in selection of the desired CUBO LODGES locations by joint voting. 

 



4.2. POSITIONING AND STRATEGY 

 

The CLUB is positioned as a unique solution for travelers with new upscale geographically dispersed 

system of lodges.  

 

The features of the CLUB: 

 The members of CLUB are able to travel all over the world and have the same comfortable 

conditions. 

 CUBO LODGES have broad geographical range of locations.  

 The members of the CLUB can jointly take part in the selection process of places for CUBO 

LODGES installation. 

 GO CLC will put the CLUB members’ decision on location of CUBO LODGES into practice. 

 The CUBO LODGES could be installed in a place where are no hotels; this gives a vast experience 

of local life for the members. 

 Comfortable facilities are optimal for selected location and adjusted to local rules and 

conditions.  

 Green technologies. 

 Membership in the CLUB is paid once. Every member of the CLUB can stay in CUBO LODGES 

certain number of days depending on the membership plan. 

 Members could stay in a standard lodge instead of apartments with unclear characteristics. 

 The CLUB Members are welcome to use CUBO lodge accommodation all year round at any time 

having made a booking in advance. 

 Secure payment in GO Tokens. 

 The CLUB respects the anonymity of the members. 

 Every member of the CLUB can start their own business. 

 Technical solutions based on blockchain technology. 

 

Formats of CUBO LODGES network development: 

1. Self- installation - at the expense of GO CLC to any owner of the site, suitable for installation 

of CUBO LODGES, taking into account voting of the CLUB Members about location. 

2. Franchising – installation by a franchisee of the CUBO LODGE at their own expense 

regardless the opinion of the CLUB Members on the location. 

The target audience can be divided into the following categories: business travelers; single young 

professionals; project teams; families of freelancers and frequent travelers. 

Marketing strategy: Attainment of innovation and product standardization; Moderate cost; Wide 

geographical coverage; Franchising; CLUB loyalty; implementation of blockchain technology and IoT; 

API integration with existing platforms. 

 

To mitigate business risks GO CLC will: 

 Check the process of CUBO LODGES production and quality of the final product. 

 Choose partners among the most reliable and qualified companies. 

 Insure transportation of CUBO LODGES to the final location. 

 Insure CUBO LODGES in the Location sites. 



 

4.3. OBJECTIVES 

The GO CLC objectives for the first three years of operation are: 

 Increase the network of CUBO LODGES. 

 Exceed expectations of the CLUB members in respect to accommodation.  

 Maintain 85% occupancy rate.  

 Possess an experienced and effective staff. 

 Create a franchisees’ network. 

 

4.4. CUBO LODGES 

 

CUBO LODGE is a mobile house available for use and occupancy as a residence on Location sites. 

The features of CUBO LODGES are: 

 time of installation is 2-4 hours by one person (for CUBO LODGE of 22.4 square meters; 

 assemblages does not require screws and bolts; 

 does not sink; 

 can withstand very low and high temperatures; 

 withstand a strong earthquake; 

 has solar panels for electricity generation;  

 has a toilet / shower module; 

 compact, light and easy transportable. 

 

All these characteristics allow wide application and will be in demand in various industries. 

 

Every CUBO LODGE for rent has: toilet facilities, bed, mini fridge, kettle, electricity and wi-fi access 

to internet.  

 

Outdoor service availability will depend on the location. GO CLC can’t guarantee a common outdoor 

area or any following services on-site like food store or shops. 

GO CLC is going to install at least 10000 CUBO LODGES in various locations all over the world during 

3 years, being based on the CLUB members recommendations.  

The period of CUBO LODGES installation can be increased or decreased, depending on the number 

of CLUB members upon completion of the ITO. 

The liquidated or damaged CUBO LODGES due to unforeseen circumstances will be restored if 

possible in a new similar location. 

To get more information on the features, models and usage variants please visit 

www.cubohome.com  

http://www.cubohome.com/


 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5. LOCATION SITE 

Location site means a specific geographic site where the CUBO LODGES are situated. Separate 

CUBO LODGES are operated as a single unit and located at a specific geographic site under common 

management and shall be deemed a single Location site. 

The business vision of GO CLC is focused on the opinion of the CLUB members, in respect to the 

location of CUBO LODGES. This vision does not allow GO CLC to proceed with the placement of 

CUBO LODGES before the ITO.  

4.6. CUBO LODGES INSTALLATION 

GO CLC seeks to provide the best quality location to the CLUB members for installation. The 

installation could be carried out on demand of individual land owners or real property managers. 

Additionally, GO CLC will propose to the Service Providers and other interested parties, like 

international hotel chains, travel and timeshare companies, to purchase a CUBO Franchise. 

All members of the CLUB are encouraged to advice GO CLC by voting on preferred location for 

installation CUBO LODGES. Taking into account the GO Token Holders’ needs the installation of 

CUBO LODGES will be carried out in several stages. 

 

Installation 

Stage 1 

 GO CLC advertises and publishes invitation to lend owners and real property managers to set 

CUBO LODGES and provide service to the members of the CLUB.  

 Lend owners and real property managers fill and submit application forms to GO CLC. 

 GO CLC can also come up itself with new locations for installation and put them to a 

members’ vote.  

 

Stage 2 

 Presentation of available options and alternatives to the CLUB members. 

 The CLUB Members voting on GODEX Platform to choose the best location.  



 GO CLC identifies CLUB members’ preferences and takes decision on locations. 

Stage3 

 GO CLC enters into agreement with chosen applicants (Service Providers). 

Stage 4 

 GO CLC delivers and assists in assembling CUBO LODGES to the Service Provider.  

 Service Provider manages the CUBO LODGE in certain Location site and provides service to 

the CLUB members. 

The model described above enables CUBO LODGES network development and ensures the GO 

Tokens turnover. 

 

 

4.7. SERVICE PROVIDERS 

Service Provider is a service and inventory provider authorized by GO CLC to provide service to 

members of the CLUB regarding the CUBO LODGE rent. Service Provider manages CUBO LODGES in 

certain Location site. Service Provider is responsible for all maintenance cost of the CUBO LODGE, 

which it manages. 

We expect that the Service Package offered by Service Provider for additional fee will include: 

 Provision of communal services: heating, water. 

 Café/Food service in one of the CUBO LODGES if necessary in the location. 

 Guarding and surveillance of CUBO LODGES. 

 CUBO LODGES cleaning. 

 Concierge and transfer service. 

Earnings of Service Providers are not an income source for GO CLC or GO Token Holders. 



4.8. GODEX PLATFORM 

GODEX Platform is software based on Ethereum ERC20 smart contracts for registration and 

validation of the CLUB members rights and usage of reservation system. GODEX Platform 

application will be also available on iOS and Android devices. 

 

 

 

Services available on GODEX Platform for users: 

 Voting system; 

 Chat room; 

 Management and tracking system for Service Providers; 

 Reservation system of CUBO LODGES; 

 Smart-Lock management system; 

 Transaction system of GO Tokens based on Atomic Swap technology; 

 GO Token transfer management; 

 Automatic information system of various events; 

 Tech support; 

 CUBO LODGE purchasing; 

 Review and feedback system. 

 

Services available on GODEX Platform for business: 

 Connection and management of separate CUBO LODGES; 

 Connection and management of CUBO LODGES possessed by Franchisee;  

 API integration; 

 Additional marketing promotion service. 

 Staff KPIs management. 

 Communication with clients. 

 

All rights to the GODEX Platform are owned by GO CLC and protected by applicable copyright laws 

and international treaty provisions.  



 

 



4.9. ATOMIC SWAP 

 

Atomic Swap Transaction is an exchange process without intermediaries such as exchange 
services, based on smart contracts of various blockchains. 

 

Atomic Swap allows to the CLUB members to conduct trustless, cross-blockchain, and over-the-
counter transactions without a third party. 

 

Every member of the CLUB can exchange GO Token on for other utility tokens or blockchain products 
connected to GODEX Platform. 

 

GO CLC grants every CLUB member the right to use Atomic Swap without any commission fee to 
GO CLC.   

 

The number of tokens or blockchain products, which can be exchanged for GO Tokens, are restricted 
by Membership plan. 

 

 

4.10. RESERVATION SYSTEM 

 

Reservation system of GODEX Platform gives the priority right to reserve and use CUBO LODGES at 
a specific Location sites on first-come-first-booked basis.  

 

Reservation system provides fast, reliable and secure records of rights based on blockchain 
technology. The CLUB Member may only use GO Tokens allocated to the member’s account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.11. ROAD MAP OF DEVELOPMENT  

 

 

 

 



5. MEMBERSHIP 

 

A Member of the CLUB is an owner of GO Tokens registered on the GODEX Platform. 

The CLUB Members of shall only use the CUBO LODGES for habitation. The CUBO LODGES shall not 

be used to any type of business or trade.  

The number of persons residing in CUBO LODGE with the CLUB Member of shall not exceed three 

persons, so the total number of guests shall be two adult persons plus two children under the age 

of 14 per one CUBO LODGE. 

The CLUB Members shall be liable for any damages caused to CUBO LODGE during use.  

The CLUB members have a right to participate in the tailoring the network of CUBO LODGES’ 

geographical locations to the members’ needs. CUBO LODGES can be installed in any place, which 

are recommended by the members of the CLUB. 

 

5.1. MEMBERSHIP PLANS 

 

The CLUB Member can use CUBO LODGES without rental fee certain number of included Free Rental 

Days at any time of the year depending on a Level of Membership Plan and the availability of CUBO 

LODGES installed by GO CLC. 

The number of included Free Rental Days for accommodation in CUBO LODGE is proportional to the 

Membership Plan. 

 

Depending on the price of GO Tokens on free market, the number of Free Rental Days can be 

increased. 

Additionally to Free Rental Days every Member of the CLUB can rent CUBO LODGE for any number 

of Extra days by transferring GO Tokens to GO CLC. 

 

The CLUB will also a booking and living in CUBO LODGES installed by Franchisee as well. Payment 

for accommodation in CUBO LODGES, installed by Franchisee, is effected with GO Tokens. It should 

be noted that the usage of Free Rental Days in CUBO LODGES installed by Franchisee is impossible. 

 

In case a Member of the CLUB has paid Extra days with GO Tokens, the GO Tokens are transferred 

and blocked on a GO CLC account. Information about blocked GO Tokens will be published by GO 

CLC in GODEX Platform every week. During three days members of the CLUB have right to make 

recommendation to GO CLC on the use of the blocked GO Tokens. In case most of the CLUB 

Members recommend burning the blocked GO Tokens, GO CLC will take decision to burn 50% of the 

blocked GO Tokens. The rest and unburned GO Tokens will be used at the discretion of GO CLC. 



 



 

*Business Member with Level 3 has the right to live 90 days a year in the CUBO LODGES without 

additional rental fee, if the Member’s stay in every rented CUBO LODGE does not exceed 10 days 

until the change to another CUBO LODGE. 

In case, the CLUB Member’s stay in the CUBO LODGES exceeds 10 days the Member loses the right 

to Free Rental Days during ongoing year. 

 

**Premium Member has the right to live 180 days a year in the CUBO LODGES without additional 

rental fee, if the Member’s stay in every rented CUBO LODGE does not exceed 30 days until the 

change to another CUBO LODGE. 

 

In case, the cost of GO Tokens on free market is increased the rights to certain number of Free Rental 

Days could be increased. 

 

In case, the cost of GO Tokens on free market is decreased the rights to certain number of Free 

Rental Days will not be reduced. 

 

The Member of the CLUB may transfer the rights to use the membership in the CLUB, confirmed by 

the GO Tokens, to a third person for short term use (short term renting out) by temporary transfer of 

GO Tokens via GODEX Platform to any interested person without consent of GO CLC with mandatory 

registration of transfer at the GODEX Platform. 

The Member of the CLUB may transfer the rights to use the membership in the CLUB, confirmed by 

the GO Tokens, to a third person for long term use (long term renting out) by temporary transfer of 

GO Tokens via GODEX Platform to any interested person subject to conditions additionally 

determined by GO CLC. 

 

The transfer of the rights to use the membership in the CLUB, confirmed by the GO Tokens, shall not 

be joined with rental arrangement of GO CLC, but made solely by the Member of the CLUB at his/her  

own risk and for own profit. 

 

5.2. TRANSACTIONS 

 

A transaction is any operation with GO Token conducted by the Member of the CLUB on the GODEX 

Platform, including but not limited to any transfer, exchange or borrowing of GO Token. GO CLC can 

take a fee for the transaction. 

GO CLC does not warrant and is not liable for the execution of deals by the CLUB Member with any 

third party if it is not carried out on GODEX Platform. 

Transactions may be subject to applicable taxes.  

 

 



5.3. OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH OWN BUSINESS 

There are two possible options for the CLUB Member to establish own business on the basis of the 

CLUB. 

First option- Installation at the expense of GO CLC 

Every member of the CLUB and land or real estate property owner can make an offer to GO CLC to 

set CUBO LODGES in a certain location and get a status of Service Provider. 

After positive members’ voting, GO CLC will set CUBO LODGES in the location in accordance with 

terms of separate contract. 

An Income from the service provided to the clients is entirely at the disposal of the Service Provider. 

An Income from the rental of CUBO LODGES installed by GO CLC is entirely at the disposal of the GO 

CLC. 

 

Second option – Franchising   

Every Member of the CLUB can purchase CUBO LODGE and install it by themselves, get an access 

to GODEX Platform and obtain Franchisee status. For this purpose, during the ITO the price of one 

CUBO LODGE is established as equivalent of 21500 US Dollars. 

The franchisee has no obligation to provide Free Rental Days to the CLUB Members. 

The CUBO LODGES can be paid with GO Tokens only after the completion of ITO. 

An Income from the rental of CUBO LODGES installed by the Member and service provided to the 

clients is entirely at the disposal of the owner of the CUBO LODGE.  

GO CLCL is entitled to take a fee from a franchisee for an access and a usage of the GODEX Platform. 

Voting concerning the choice of places for accommodation of CUBO LODGES purchased by 

Franchisors must not be carried out. 

The Members of the CLUB don’t vote on the location for installation of CUBO LODGES purchased by 

franchisee. 

Please, pay attention to the fact that CUBO LODGE for Self Installation purpose doesn’t include 

furniture, smart-lock, toilet/shower facilities and solar panels system. This inventory can be bought 

for GO Tokens separately.  

Third option– GO Tokens temporary transfer 

The Member of the CLUB can make transfer of membership rights to third person for short term use 

by temporary transfer of GO Tokens in the mobile application of GODEX Platform. 

This way every Member of the CLUB can generate income from renting out CUBO LODGES 

accommodation. 

 

 

 

 

 



6. ITO  

 

6.1. GO TOKENS 

 

GO Token is a symbolic value assigned by the GO CLC to membership rights solely for use in the 

CLUB. GO Token, unlike the rights in standard timeshare, provides more flexibility due to blockchain 

technology by allowing member of the CLUB to book and rent a CUBO LODGE during any time of the 

year through the Reservation System. 

Purchasing GO Tokens during ITO reflects an individual arrangement with respect to which 

purchaser of GO Tokens gets membership in the CLUB. 

The Member of the CLUB receives a right to rent any in-network CUBO LODGE, according to the 

Membership Plan.  

Every purchase, sale, exchange, or any other transaction on the GODEX Platform will require the 

use of GO Token.  

 

GO Token can be used for:  

- Obtaining membership in the CLUB. 

- Payment of rent rights. 

- Reserve an accommodation of CUBO LODGE. 

- Entrance, occupancy and use of any CUBO LODGE. 

- Purchasing of CUBO LODGE. 

- Making transfer of membership rights to third person for short term use. 

GO Token is an ERC20 compatible token running on Ethereum platform. 

Trading of GO Tokens on the exchange or over-the-counter markets is not organized or regulated by 

GO CLC. GO CLC does not define rules for circulation of GO Tokens outside the CLC platform. 

 

6.2. GO TOKEN HOLDERS 

GO Token Holder is an owner of GO Token acquired for own use and possessed all rights arising 

from it. GO Token holder is a member of the CLUB and can use the GO Tokens for accommodations 

at a variety of in-network CUBO LODGES. Every GO Token Holder can utilize the GO Tokens to make 

transactions on GODEX Platform.   

GO Token Holders, agree and understand that: 

 Neither GO CLC nor GO CLC’s members of the team or advisers or ambassadors have stated 

or implied that the GO Token has a specific resale value. 

 GO Token holders will not get any income or economic benefits from the fiat money, 

cryptocurrency or tokens received by the GO CLC. 

 GO Token holders and GO CLC do not form common pool of profits. GO Token holders do 

not receive any share of the pool of rentals or profits of GO CLC.  

 GO CLC doesn’t provide to the GO Token holder an opportunity through which the GO Token 

holder may earn a return by means of the GO CLC’s managerial efforts.  

 



6.3.  TERMS OF GO TOKEN PURCHASE 

 

The GO CLC is going to sell GO Tokens that prove the membership in the CLUB through Initial Token 

Offering (ITO). 

Name: GO Token 

Hardcap: 54000 ETH 

Total supply: 4,628,571,428 GO Tokens 

Softcap: 2000 ETH 

Token Properties: 18 decimals 

Standard: ERC20 

Ticket: GO 

Base price: 50000 GO per one ETH 

Minimal limit of Private sale: 1.0 ETH 

Minimal limit of Main sale: 0.1 ETH 

Maximum non-verified limit: 10 ETH 

Payment Method – Ethereum 

 

The next bonuses are available: 

1. From 06 March 2018   13:00:00 GMT/UTC to 13 March 2018   12:59:59 GMT/UTC discount 30%. 

2. From 13 March 2018   13:00:00 GMT/UTC to 03 April 2018   12:59:59 GMT/UTC discount 15%. 

3. From 03 April 2018   13:00:00 GMT/UTC to 29 May 2018   12:59:59 GMT/UTC discount 0%. 

Payments are also accepted in the cryptocurrencies listed on the website www.coinpayments.net 

More details on ITO available: 

https://github.com/cromlehg/gotoken  

Taking into account the volatility of the cryptocurrencies and for the purpose of the fair distribution 

of GO Tokens among CLUB members, GO CLC will compensate and grant on the last day of the ITO 

to each person, who bought GO Tokens, additional GO Tokens in the quantity equal to the difference 

between the price of the transferred cryptocurrency (in US dollar equivalent) at the time of GO Token 

acquisition and the price of this cryptocurrency (in US dollar equivalent) on the last day of the ITO. 

Thus, each member of the CLUB will receive the GO Tokens at the same price, in US dollars 

equivalent, on the last day of the ITO, regardless of the date of the GO Tokens acquisition and the 

increasing price of the cryptocurrency. 

 

By buying or using the GO Tokens the purchaser guarantees that the purchaser is at least 18 years 

old and at the age of majority, has sufficient legal age and capacity to purchase the GO Token, 

complies with all anti money laundering and counter-terrorism financing law requirements. 

http://www.coinpayments.net/


The person or any organized entity or company by purchasing, obtaining or using the GO Token 

acknowledges the risk of the blockchain technology and the legal requirements of the country of 

residence. 

GO Tokens are available for purchase in any country except the countries, including its states, 

territories in or under the laws of the country, where (1) cryptocurrency, or blockchain technology or 

participation in ITO are prohibited, or (2) the GO Token can’t be freely transferable, or (3) the GODEX 

Platform or ITO does not meet the legal requirements of the country. 

GO CLC reserves the right to conclude individual sell agreements with special conditions. 

 

6.4. TOKENS ALLOCATION 

 

GO Tokens will be apportioned as follows: 

 80% available to the public. 

 15% allocated to the GO CLC founder. 

 5% allocated to bounties. 

 

 

 

6.5. AML/KYC POLICY 

 

GO CLC is committed to full compliance with all applicable laws and regulations regarding Anti 

Money Laundering (AML) policy and Know Your Clients (KYC) procedures.  

To meet the standards of the AML policy GO CLC will conduct KYC procedures for all of the 

purchasers of the GO Tokens for a total value exceeding equivalent of US Dollars 10000.  

This would entail the individual purchasers to submit their passport and utility bill or another proofs 

of address at which they are located. Legal Entities should provide documentary evidence of full 

name, registration address, a copy of the certificate of incorporation/certificate of trade or 

equivalent, a copy of the company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association 

Additionally for the purpose of compliance with Anti Money Laundering laws upon GO CLC’s 

request, the purchaser or user shall immediately provide to GO CLC the required information and 

documents. 



7. FINANCE  

The sources of GO CLC income are: 

 Income from the sales of Extra days. 

 Fee from franchisee for use of service. 

 Resale of GO Tokens collected as a rental fee. 

 Transaction fee. 

 

All funds received from purchasers of GO Tokens during ITO will be deposited on special accounts. 

The deposited funds can be released only for purpose of CLUB development and purchasing CUBO 

LODGES.  

GO CLC will pay by itself the property taxes for the owned CUBO LODGES. 

Upon ITO, GO CLC will allocate the funds as follows: 

 54% - Purchasing CUBO LODGES; 

 6% - Transportation and installation CUBO LODGES; 

 15% - Expenditures on employees and Business trips; 

 5% - Software; 

 10% - Marketing; 

 10% - Reserve funds. 

 

 

 
 

In order to reduce the risks of depreciation of the cryptocurrencies attracted during the ITO because 

of high volatility, GO CLC reserves the right to manage the portfolio of cryptocurrencies. 

 

8. MANAGEMENT 

The CLUB will be managed by GO CLC’s professional management team. 

The founder, Mr. Konstantin Khludnev, has over 14 years of experience in the managerial positions 

in construction, banking, gas and chemical industries. 



He worked as a CEO in public joint stock company of gaspetrochemical consortium for the past 4 

years. 

 

9. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION 

GO CUBO LODGE CLUB LTD is a duly registered and is validly existing company incorporated under 

the laws of the Cyprus. 

GO CLC is an administrator of the CLUB and the GODEX Platform. 

Konstantin Khludnev is the CEO of GO CLC. 

 

10. LEGAL DISCLAIMERS 

The person or any organized entity or company by buying, obtaining or using the GO Token agrees to 

be bound according to the rules described in the present White Paper, and confirms that the 

purchaser or user has read in full and understands this White Paper, the Website Terms of Use, Risk 

Warning and Privacy Policy placed on the website https://goclc.io 

During the ITO held by GO CLC the specific procedures on purchasing and using the GO Tokens will 

be placed on https://goclc.io. By purchasing the GO Tokens, the purchaser acknowledges and 

understands and has no objection to such procedures and material specifications. 

GO CLC retains all right, title and interest in all of GO CLC’s intellectual property, including, without 

limitation, inventions, ideas, concepts, code, trademarks, discoveries, processes, marks, methods, 

software, compositions, formulae, techniques, information and data, whether or not patentable, 

copyrightable or protectable in trademark, and any trademarks, copyright or patents based thereon.  

 

The Purchaser of GO Tokens acknowledges, understands and agrees that the purchasing, obtaining 

or transferring of the GO Tokens or usage of the GODEX Platform may have tax consequences for 

the purchaser. The purchaser, member of CLUB or user is solely responsible for the purchaser or 

user compliance with the purchaser or user tax obligations. GO CLC bears no liability or 

responsibility with respect to any tax consequences to the purchaser or member of the CLUB. 

 

GO CLC is not liable for any losses of a person or company arising from the use of the GODEX 

Platform or the GO Token in violation of the legislation regulating blockchain, initial token offering or 

cryptocurrency. 

 

Any person who purchases or uses the GO Tokens or uses the GODEX Platform on an unlawful, 

unauthorized or fraudulent basis shall be solely liable for, and shall indemnify, defend and hold 

harmless GO CLC and  its respective  past, present and future employees, officers, directors, 

founders, contractors, consultants, equity holders, suppliers, vendors, service providers, 

subsidiaries, affiliates, representatives, and agents from any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or 

expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, 

exemplary, punitive or special and including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues, 

profits, data, goodwill or other intangible losses. 

 



The Purchaser of GO Tokens or member of CLUB understands and agrees that GO CLC shall not 

be liable and disclaims all liability to the purchaser or user in connection with any force majeure 

event, including, but not limited to, industrial disturbances, electrical, telecommunications, 

hardware, software or other utility failures, software or smart contract bugs or weaknesses, 

earthquakes, storms, or other nature-related events, blockages, embargoes, riots, adverse acts or 

orders of government, acts of terrorism or war, technological change, changes in interest rates or 

other monetary conditions, and, for the avoidance of doubt, changes to any blockchain-related 

protocol. 

The Purchaser of GO Tokens or Member of the CLUB releases GO CLC from responsibility, liability, 

claims, demands, and/or damages (actual and consequential) of every kind and nature, known and 

unknown (including, but not limited to, claims of negligence), arising out of or related to disputes 

between the purchasers, members and the acts or omissions of third parties. 

Notwithstanding anything else herein, all liability of GO CLC, its team, advisers or ambassadors under 

this White Paper or otherwise shall be limited to Ten US dollars. 

If it turns out that a particular term or conditions of the White Paper is not enforceable, the term or 

conditions will be modified in a way that it becomes enforceable and this will not affect any other 

terms contained herein. 

 

11. CONTACTS 

Web site https://goclc.io/ 

ITO Technical Support support@goclc.io 

Common questons and suggestions info@goclc.io 

 

COOPERATION 

Development of CUBO LODGE CLUB club@goclc.io   

Advertising and publications ad@goclc.io  

GODEX Platform dev@godexplatform.com   

Atomic Swap atomic@godexplatform.com     

 

 Telegram: https://t.me/goclc  

 Twitter: https://twitter.com/GO_clc  

 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GOclc.en/  

 Medium:  https://medium.com/@go_clc  

 Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3023108.msg31101023#msg31101023  

 Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/go_clc/posts/ 

 Steemit: https://steemit.com/@goclc 

 Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/go_clc  

 Linkedin https://www.linkedin.com/company/go-clc/  

mailto:support@goclc.io
mailto:info@goclc.io
mailto:club@goclc.io
mailto:ad@goclc.io
mailto:dev@godexplatform.com
mailto:atomic@godexplatform.com
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